
the Heart of Brass 

Act I 

At the Tubwell Tub Club 

It’s luau night at the Tub Club, and the owners are distributing a nice Hawaiian Punch, with quality 
bathtub liquor, to all the gamblers on the floor. Mr. John Tubwell, the proprietor, is a skilled man with a 
metal shop, and he makes many of the city’s illicit stills in addition to fine tubs. 

During the gambling, a live band plays, people dance and gamble at a variety of tables, and our heroes try 
to mingle. Not too long in, however, there is a commotion upstairs, and someone runs in to yell that 
people are stealing Mr. Tubwell’s tubs. It turns out to be several men in tan suits wearing wide-brimmed 
hats and face-concealing metal plates… brass, if it can be believed. 

Compels: 

• Gable: “Hey, don’t I know you from that movie?” Gamble too much, because he has money to blow. 

• Moreno: “Is that a challenge, senor?” Charleston dance off! 
“I have you 
dead to 
rights, Mr. 
Gable…” 

• Regal: The clockwork suit/Lessons of my father; Be socially awkward 

• Booker: “I know every trick in the book.” Attempt to show off at poker. 

• Gable: “Frankly, my dear, I don’t give a damn.” Remain at the party. 

• Moreno: “Is that a deck of cards?” Remain at the party. 

• Booker: Popular with the fellas; A little tipsy after the party, due to all the free drinks. 

Skills: 

• Gambling (p: 251): Blackjack tables are Quality 0, Craps tables are Quality 1, Poker tables are Quality 
2 (Tubwell is running a High Stakes, Resources 4, table in the back, and will pony up a Pen Torch 
[Miniaturized welding torch with +1 for craftsmanship]). 

• Resources: Used to pay off Gambling losses 

• Rapport: Impress Tubwell (Difficulty 1) 

Group: 
1 +0 
2-3 +1 
4-6 +2 
7-9 +3 
10+ +4 

Tubthumping 

Brass-Faced Minions: Fair (+1, [  ] [  ]); Poor Vision, Armored Faces; 2 per PC upstairs, 3 
downstairs 

These guys are trying to drag a pile of brass-finished tubs into an idling truck outside, and 
didn’t expect a party to be going on downstairs. When all is finished, Regal or Booker can 
easily identify them as the minions of the Baron of Brass. 

Exchanges: 

1. PCs hear warning, can rush upstairs or stay. 

2. Minions fight 

3. Two minions attempt to flee in the truck (speed Mediocre, [  ] [  ] [  ] [  ], beginning a chase scene 
through midnight Manhattan (chase rules p. 240). 

4. Any remaining minions plus 3 reinforcements run downstairs to kidnap Tubwell. 

Skills: 

• Drive: Chase the truck! 



Act II 

The Trail of Brass 

What scheme is the Baron up to this time? That’s a Good question. For each roll that equals or exceeds 
difficulty 3, and for each shift past it, one piece of information is learned. Total the number of successes 
plus 1 and give out the information counting down from the total to number 1: 

1. One of the Grandfathers of C.L.O.C.K. is in town, and has made it a point to mentor even the less 
reputable members of the organization. His name is Dr. Marcus Auberdine. 

2. The Baron found something interesting in the single Scroll of Set he made off with recently, based on 
some of the correspondence. 

3. Various scientists admit to having received correspondence from the Baron of Brass in the last few 
months, though none will admit to replying to it. 

4. Several stores that sold brass goods were hit last night, though nobody else got a description. 

5. People matching the description of the minions have been doing their own contacting around the 
city for the last week, often with a particularly handsome but swarthy fellow. 

6. The Baron is well known for eschewing other metals if using Brass is at all possible. 

7. He’s been showing off lately various brass clockwork contraptions, presumably modeled on the suit 
of his enemy Lord Regal. 

8. Scientific discussions with the Baron have had a series of postmarks trending across Europe for the 
past few weeks, and mail was received from the central New York post office beginning a week ago. 

9. Some that have spoken to the Baron since his emergence have found him to be a very impatient 
fellow, prone to cutting corners on projects. 

10. A handful of respected engineers, scientists, and mystics in the city have reported break-ins in the 
past few days, and a few of them noticed that notes were stolen. 



The Engineer’s Doorstep 
Dr. Auberdine: 
Engineering +5 
Science +3 
Rapport +2 
Empathy +1 
Resolve +3 
Composure: 
[  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ] 
Aspect: 
 Past Mistakes 

Dr. Auberdine is a spry man in his 60s (or looks young for his 70s), retaining a full 
head of hair that has gone white. He lives in the back of a large warehouse 
downtown where he keeps his machine shop and years of gadgets and gizmos. 

The doctor has been part of C.L.O.C.K. for decades, and has become semi-retired 
into “Grandfather” status, where he spends more time helping others with their 
pet theories than on his own work. He is professionally courteous to the group, 
but protective of his discussions with the Baron of Brass, mentioning only that he 
was helping with a theory. This all changes after mooks attack! 

The handsome man known as the Brass Knight is the Baron’s right-hand man, and 
he, himself, wears elaborate brass gauntlets. He and 2 minions per hero break in, 
trying to kidnap the doctor. He will attempt to flee as soon as most of the minions 
are taken out, especially if he hasn’t yet gotten close to the doctor. 

Brass Knight: 
Fists +4 
Athletics +3 
Health: 
[  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ] 
Stunts: 
Martial Arts 
Lethal Weapon 
Fist of Death 
(p. 153-154) 

Once protected from the attackers, Dr. Auberdine will reveal that his 
correspondence with the Baron was over the possibility of a device called a 
Harmonic Fabricator. This machine would flawlessly duplicate any machine 
placed inside of it, assuming access to sufficient raw materials. Auberdine didn’t 
think such a thing was possible, but the Baron said he had hidden knowledge from 
the Scrolls of Set. What if he knows what he’s doing!? 

Compels: 

• Moreno: Wanted man; Attract police attention when wandering around the 
city 

• Gable: Why on Earth does that work?; Break something in the warehouse 

• Regal: Spare parts; Start out at a social negative with Auberdine based on past experience. 

• Booker: “I can read him like a book.”; Completely misjudge Auberdine on meeting him. 

• Tally: Horrible liar; Try to lie to Auberdine about why they’re there. 

• Booker: “I’ll make you eat those words!”; Attack the Brass Knight with no quarter. 

• Regal: Vengeance will be mine!; Attack the Brass Knight with no quarter. 

• Tally: The Tally Curse; A fire escape collapses between Rigby and the bad guys. 

• Moreno: Home on the range; Get confused trying to chase enemies through the city 

• Gable: Curse you, Der Totenengel!; the Brass Knight escapes after being thought dead 

Skills: 

• Contacting: Learn things in the first scene. 

• Deceit/Rapport/Intimidate: Convince Auberdine to give something up. 

• Alertness: Avoid being surprised by the attack. 



Act III 

The Missing Scroll 

With Betty’s knowledge of the Scrolls of Set and this new information, she might be able to research what 
he’s after. The question is of Superb (+5) difficulty, and would normally take a full day to research. Each 
shift past 5 reduces the time normally, and if three people help, a +2 bonus is provided. Ultimately, Betty 
finds a reference to the spell called “the Corruption of Ptah’s Making” that talks about how to turn one 
thing into many, provided one isn’t worried about them having a Ba. This spell requires many easily-
found ingredients, but calls for a focus of Orichalcum. True gold is very hard to find. 

Rigby, however, remembers that there’s an art piece coming into town soon, the Mask of the Sun 
Emperor, rumored to be made of true gold. She can roll Art against a Mediocre (0) difficulty to declare 
aspects of the security on the armored car intended to transport it (1 plus 1 per Spin). The piece is coming 
in on a heavily-armed security freighter and being delivered by armored car to the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art. The move is scheduled for the second morning after meeting Auberdine. 

That gives the group some time to prepare. All assessment rolls have a base time of 1 day and use the 
difficulties on p. 225. These actions can include Academics/Mysteries to make Declarations about the 
mask/Orichalcum, Burglary/Contacting/Drive to make Declarations about the route or Science/ 
Engineering to craf something for the fight. 

Carpocalypse 

Shortly after leaving the docks, the armored car transporting the Mask of the Sun Emperor 
is crossing the Brooklyn Bridge when another truck swerves in front of it and collides with 
the side of the bridge, drawing gawking passersby from the promenade and stopping 
opposite traffic. The armored truck stops just in front of the truck and the drivers get out to 
check on the accident… just in time for the back of the crashed truck to open, spilling out a 
horde of clockwork monstrosities! 

Group: 
1 +0 
2-3 +1 
4-6 +2 
7-9 +3 
10+ +4 

Brass Clockwork Minions: Average (+1, [  ]); Poor Vision, Simple Minds; 4 per PC 

Unlike most minions, when grouped, these minions form into a larger brass robot. They behave normally, 
except that their combined health works like that of a named character, rather than blowing through. They 
still lose a member of the group (and, thus, group bonus) for each hit they take. 

The Brass Knight is driving the truck, and will get out to fight if the PCs show up immediately. Otherwise, 
he will tear off on foot as soon as he thinks the mission is complete. 

Any minions that aren’t being threatened by the PCs will be trying to break into the truck. However, this 
is all just a diversion: on defeating all the robots and opening the truck, the PCs will find two 
incapacitated guards and a hole in the floor of the car… a second team had set up in a service grate, 
burrowed up during the chaos, and made off with the mask… abseiling to a boat below! 

If the Brass Knight is captured, he will rant about how the Baron of Brass will soon control the whole city 
with his army of Brass Men! 

Compels: 

• Booker: “Language is the Rubicon that divides man from beast.” See if the robots can negotiate. 

• Gable: Children are in danger? Of course I’ll help!; Kids are pouring out of the hotel, getting too 
close to the fight for their safety. 

• Moreno: “I always aim for the heart.” Kill the Brass Knight on taking him out. 

• Regal: More machine than man; Police mistake him for the robots. 

• Tally: “Let me look!” Investigate the crashed truck for clues in the middle of combat. 



Act IV 

Tracking the Baron 

It’s not hard to see where the thieves went: a small tug is even now pulling away from a long abseiling 
line and making for a cargo ship docked on the opposite side of the bridge from where the cargo 
originated. But even now, the police are arriving, and the ships is getting closer. 

Unless convinced otherwise, the police will hold everyone up for half an hour. In this traffic, it would take 
another half an hour to get down to the docks. It is a Mediocre (0) difficulty task to explain what 
happened to the police with Rapport or Deceit. Shifts can be used to reduce the half hour time and to get 
police assistance. It’s then a Mediocre (0) Drive or Athletics test to arrive at the location, with each shift 
reducing the time (to a minimum of 1 minute). 

The Baron Ascendant? 

The Baron installs the Mask in his device a few minutes after the fight, and gains 
minions for each time category the heroes delay. In all, the Baron’s minions 
include: 

Brass Baron: 
+3: Endurance, 
Might, Resolve 
+2: Athletics, Fists 
Health: 
[  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ] 
+1/minion 
[  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ] 

• 3 Brass Men for every time category past A Few Minutes the heroes take 

• 3 Brass Men for every hero (-1 for every shift on convincing the police to 
help) 

• 1 Brace-Face for every hero plus 3 that are shoveling piles of brass into the 
device 

• 1 Brass Man at the beginning of each turn after the heroes arrive, created by the 
machine 

The active minions are spread evenly throughout the cargo area at the start, and attempt to 
converge on the heroes once they arrive. 

Once the heroes reach the midpoint of the map (X), the Baron begins keeping all the new 
Brass Men at his side, and the heroes watch as they latch onto him, forming a giant 
clockwork exoskeleton. As with the minions, this is exactly like grouping, only the minion 
boxes act as regular health (in addition to the Baron’s health). He drops down to the 
gangplank to fight, new minions joining him as they go (each new minion erases a removed health level, 
rather than adding a new high box, unless he is at full). 

Group: 
1 +0 
2-3 +1 
4-6 +2 
7-9 +3 
10+ +4 

The machine can take four stress before it stops working; it defends at 0 against Might and Engineering, at 
1 against Fight, at 2 against Weapons, and a 3 against Guns. The 3 Brace Faces that were shoveling Brass 
will group on the device once it is attacked, and can fight back against targets in melee. 

Once the device is destroyed and the Baron defeated, sifting through the wreckage of his exo-suit will find 
no body… was he ever even there to begin with? 

Compels: 

• Booker: “I know every trick in the book.” Take time to plan, delaying 1 unit. 

• Moreno: Hero to the poor; Try to help the homeless around the docks, delaying 1 unit. 

• Tally: “It is said…” Explain everything that is going on to the Police, delaying 1 unit. 

• Gable: “My fists will get me through this!” Ignore delays from the rest of the party and charge 
ahead, getting to the fight 1 round early for every delay. 

• Regal: Get free 2 point compel once the Brass Baron attacks. 
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